INTRODUCTION
Genotype imputation enables the integration of genome-wide data for consortia research, improves genotype density for finemapping, and can result in considerable cost-savings. But does this translate into imputation of disease-relevant haplotypes? Cystic fibrosis (CF) (MIM: 219700) is caused by dysfunction of the CF transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR [MIM: 602421]). CFTR displays substantial allelic heterogeneity with greater than 300 variants reported to be disease-causing 1 with some relatively frequent (e.g. the p.Phe508del 3 bp in-frame deletion; 70% of European CF chromosomes) but most spanning the rarer frequency spectrum (e.g. p.Gly551Asp; 2.11% of CF chromosomes according to the Clinical and Functional Translation of CFTR database or CFTR2; https://www.cftr2.org). 2 Therefore, CFTR can illustrate what is gained and missed from imputation on a wellstudied disease-specific locus to evaluate the relative merits of different imputation designs.
RESULTS

Motivation
We initially used the 1000 Genomes (1KG; 2504 individuals) 3 as reference to impute chromosome 7 for 1995 CF participants from the International CF Gene Modifier Consortium. 4 The most common CF-causing allele p.Phe508del (g.117199646-117199648delCTT; hg19) was imputed with good accuracy (r 2 = 0.77; r 2 is a predicted correlation measure between the imputed and true genotypes). However, all other CF-relevant variants with allele frequencies >1% in CF populations based on the CFTR2 database, 2 such as p. Gly551Asp (g.117227860 G > A), p.Trp1282Ter (g.117282620 G > A), p.Gly542Ter (g.117227832 G > T), p.Asn1303Lys (g.117292931 C > G), and p.Arg117His (g.117171029 G > A) were not present in the 1KG reference panel; consequently they were not imputed and their corresponding CF-relevant haplotypes would be excluded in the genetic association analysis.
Failure to impute population-specific genomic variation has previously been highlighted, 5, 6 and the use of study-specific reference panels has recently been shown to improve imputation accuracy. 7, 8 We considered imputation of chromosome 7 using two alternative reference panels: (1) the Haplotype Reference Consortium (HRC) 9 resource of 32,470 individuals, to improve the probability of having as many population haplotypes as possible including CF causing haplotypes; and (2) a hybrid reference that combines the 2504 individuals from the 1KG with 101 Canadian individuals with CF sequenced at high read depth (30×), to provide enrichment with disease-specific haplotypes. The 101
Canadians with CF chosen for sequencing had severe CFTR genotypes that was representative of the Canadian CF population, and had comprehensive clinical data spanning several decades.
Construction of the hybrid reference panel is outlined in Supplementary Fig. 1 with 1 ,805,357 single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) on chromosome 7. The quality control procedures for the HRC and hybrid imputation approaches were aligned to the best of our knowledge.
9 Figure 1 displays the number of imputed variants and predicted r 2 that result from imputation of the 1995 individuals with CF genotyped on the Human660W-Quad BeadChip using the two different reference panels.
Imputation with the HRC reference panel Submission of our data to the Michigan Imputation server 10 which uses the HRC (r1.1) 9 yielded 2158 SNPs in the CFTR region, from which 901 biallelic SNPs indicated a minimac 10 quality score r 2 ≥ 0.3. The vast majority of these 2158 variants, however, were rare with only 333 having an in-sample MAF ≥ 0.5% ( Table 1) . Imputation of indels by the HRC is not currently supported due to the poor call rate of this type of variation with low read-depth sequencing. 9 Therefore the most common CF-causing variant p. Phe508del, was not imputed. Figure 1 demonstrates that the different imputation panels are advantageous for different allele frequency ranges, with the main advantage of HRC being the ability to impute a large number of general population rare variants (MAF < 0.5%) with reasonable mean predicted r 2 ( Fig. 1) .
Imputation with the hybrid reference panel Excluding indels, the hybrid reference resulted in the greatest number of imputed SNVs with r 2 ≥ 0.3 and MAF ≥ 0.5% across chromosome 7 (typical parameters used for SNP inclusion in genetic association analyses). The hybrid imputation contained 1474 variants in the CFTR region, and enabled the imputation of 819 variants with r 2 ≥ 0.3, and 397 with MAF ≥ 0.5% (Table 1 ). Comparing the predicted r 2 for the full chromosome to the CFTR region ( Fig. 1 ) indicated that the gain in accuracy from the hybrid reference is most significant in the CFTR region. The gain in mean predicted r 2 was similar to the imputation with HRC in the CFTR region for the rare variants (MAF < 0.5%) and significantly improved for variants with MAF ≥ 0.5% (Fig. 1 ).
Assessing the sensitivity and specificity of imputation Motivated by the observation that imputation with the 1KG alone could not impute CF-relevant variants, we compared the imputation results from the hybrid and HRC for several known CF-causing variants with frequencies above 1% in the CF patient population, p.Gly551Asp, p.Trp1282Ter, p.Gly542Ter, p. Asn1303Lys, p.Arg117His. We used the CF-causing alleles provided in patient medical records to calculate the sensitivity. Variants successfully imputed using the hybrid reference displayed greater sensitivity ( Table 2 ). The hybrid enabled accurate imputation of the most common p.Phe508del variant: with sensitivity and Fig. 1 Comparison of the number of variants imputed and predicted imputation accuracy stratified by minor allele frequency using the hybrid vs. HRC reference panels. The number of single-nucleotide variants or SNVs (indels were excluded from the hybrid for a fair comparison with HRC) in a the CFTR region (chr7:117,110,017-117,318,718; hg19) and b chromosome 7 minus the CFTR region. Multi-allelic variants are counted as one occurrence. r 2 is the predicted imputation accuracy. The hybrid reference improves the number of SNVs imputed over the HRC for both the CFTR region and the full chromosome 7 for variants with MAF ≥ 1% specificity of 98.5% and 88.2%, respectively. Although the HRC could not impute p.Phe508del, the HRC imputed other SNVs of interest but did so with poor sensitivity, despite reporting a relatively high imputation quality score (Table 2) . Meanwhile the hybrid reference, which augments the 1KG reference with only 101 CF samples, enabled imputation with good sensitivity for the majority of mutations considered, accompanied by high imputation quality scores. It should be noted that p.Asn1303Lys could not be imputed accurately by either reference panel, and the p. Arg117His variant was absent from the hybrid reference but was successfully imputed by HRC due to its presumed presence in the much larger HRC reference panel (Table 2 ), highlighting the limitation of a small disease-specific reference panel.
DISCUSSION
Using the CFTR locus as proof-of-concept, we demonstrate the extent to which reference panels that incorporate disease-specific haplotypes can improve imputation of disease-relevant variants, even with the addition of only 101 individuals with disease. The most common CF-causing p.Phe508del variant was missing from the HRC. The imputation of other CF-relevant variants with allele frequencies of 1-3% in the CF population, variants that would in general be analyzed in genetic association studies, displayed low sensitivity (but in some cases high imputation quality score) despite using an imputation reference panel with 32,470 individuals.
As reference populations grow in size, imputation quality and coverage should improve (presuming support for imputation of indels improves). However, one does not know in general whether a reference panel has adequate representation for the given disease under study. The incorporation of high read-depth insample WGS with public reference sequence is advantageous when possible as it ensures the existence of disease-specific haplotypes that can be imputed with good accuracy. Here we used high read-depth WGS from 101 individuals with CF to generate the hybrid reference. Of course, the greater the number of patients on whom in-sample high read depth WGS is available to generate the hybrid reference, the better the imputation will be in the most disease-relevant regions.
In summary, imputation with reference panels that incorporate disease-specific haplotypes improve sensitivity and coverage of variants in disease-relevant regions, which may or may not be known. Constructing hybrid reference panels with in-sample highcoverage WGS, when possible, is a more advantageous study design as it enhances the ability to impute disease-relevant haplotypes that will translate into improved fine-mapping and causal-variant identification.
METHODS
Sample collection
DNA samples from 2012 individuals with CF from the North American CF Gene Modifier consortium comprised of individuals from the Canadian CF Gene Modifier Study, The University of North Carolina/Case Western Reserve Gene Modifier Study and The Johns Hopkins University Twin and Sibling Study. The research ethics boards at each collaborating institution approved the study and all patients gave signed consent to participate in the study.
Genotyping and quality control
All 2012 individuals with CF were genotyped on the Illumina Human660W-Quad BeadChip, which consists of 655,214 SNPs. After quality control (removal of SNPs with call rate <90%, heterozygous haploid SNPs or SNPs in duplicate positions, and samples with high heterozygosity rate or mismatched for reported and genotyped sex), a total of 557,520 SNPs and 1995 individuals remained for imputation. Samples were ensured to cluster with the Utah residents with Northern and Western European ancestry 
Complete genomics (CG) whole-genome sequencing (WGS)
We selected 101 CF patients for WGS at Complete Genomics Inc. (CG) for mean depth coverage of 30×. These 101 individuals were chosen to have a severe CFTR genotype distribution that was representative of the Canadian CF population, and to have comprehensive clinical data spanning several decades. These patients were sequenced as part of our ongoing genetic studies of CF. Quality control steps per sample and per SNP were performed by CG's proprietary pipeline. CGA tools v1.8.0.1 was used to assemble all sequenced files into variant call format (VCF). At this step, individual variants marked as low quality or without the "PASS" filter were set to missing. Monomorphic, and singleton variants were removed. Structural variants were not incorporated into the VCF file. The combined CG WGS VCF file of 101 individuals with CF contained 1,654,299 variants on chromosome 7. For duplicate alleles (same position, reference and alternate alleles), we kept the record with the lowest missing rate. Multiallelic variants were split into bi-allelic records, followed by the removal of variants with a missing rate >10%. After QC, and prior to merging with the 1KG reference panel, the chromosome 7 WGS VCF file contained 510,399 variant records.
Constructing the hybrid reference panel
We constructed a hybrid reference panel consisting of data from 2504 individuals from the 1000 Genomes project 3 (1KG) and WGS from 101 Canadians with CF. This hybrid reference panel used the Phase 3 haplotype data from the 1KG as described in http://bochet.gcc.biostat.washington. edu/beagle/1000_Genomes_phase3_v5a/READ_ME_beagle_ref.
Briefly, the variants removed from the 1KG were those with minor allele count less than 5, structural variants, and duplicate variants. We took the union of markers from the two data sets (for details, see flowchart provided in Supplementary Fig. 1 ) with 1,805,357 variants on chromosome 7, an increase of 5837 variants compared to the 1KG alone. Matching variants are merged with the 1KG, but among the multi-allelic variants, variants unique to the 1KG only were removed.
Strand alignment of genotype data for the hybrid reference
The Beagle strand alignment utility conform-gt version 24May16.cee.jar was used with the European subset of the 1KG phase 3 (503 individuals) to align the (QC-filtered) chromosome 7 genotype data to the plus strand. It is important for this step to use the European subset of the 1KG to match with the ethnic background of the target sample as conform-gt determines strand alignment of the target sample by frequency and correlation tests with the reference. For the hybrid reference strand alignment, the WGS from the 101 Canadians with CF and the 503 European 1KG were used as reference. Strand alignment with the hybrid reference removed a total of 87 variants across chromosome 7 (81 due to absence of the variants in the reference and 6 due to inability to align ambiguous SNPs).
Phasing and imputation using the hybrid reference Eagle (version 2.3.2) was used for phasing and Minimac3 (version 2.0.1) for imputation of chromosome 7 with the hybrid reference panel using the full 1KG reference panel of 2504 individuals plus WGS from 101 individuals with CF. We ran the default parameters for phasing/imputation with Eagle/ Minimac3, which is the same method implemented by the Michigan Imputation Server 10 as outlined in https://imputationserver.sph.umich.edu/ start.html#!pages/pipeline (accessed Feb. 5th, 2018).
Phasing and imputation using the HRC The chromosome 7 VCF file generated after genotyping quality control was strand-aligned using the suggested HRC-1000G-check-bim.pl script with the -n option to turn off the removal of variants due to MAF differences between the reference panel and the CF genotyped sample. For the full chromosome 7, only 89 variants were removed due to no matches found in the HRC reference, and this file was submitted to the Michigan Imputation Server 10 (https://imputationserver.sph.umich.edu; submission date December 20th, 2017) for imputation using the HRC r1.1 9 reference panel.
Code availability
In-house scripts were used to construct the hybrid reference, and these can be made available upon request to the corresponding author LJS.
Data availability statement
Information on the allele frequencies in the patient population with cystic fibrosis can be accessed at https://cftr2.org. Variant call format (VCF) files used for the 1KG (phase 3) sequencing project are available at http:// bochet.gcc.biostat.washington.edu/beagle/1000_Genomes_phase3_v5a/. The HRC's allele frequencies used for the strand alignment step can be downloaded from http://www.haplotype-reference-consortium.org/home, while the strand alignment tools can be accessed at https://faculty. washington.edu/browning/conform-gt.html (conform-gt) and http://www. well.ox.ac.uk/~wrayner/tools/ (HRC-1000G-check-bim.pl). CGA tools, used for the creation of the VCF file from the 101 sequenced patients with CF, is accessible at cgatools.sourceforge.net. Patient informed consent dictates that the genetic data be made available only for cystic fibrosis research.
